
The Rocks area has significantly changed in the last 4 years due to the Government sale of 

Public Housing in the district. A once close residential community has now been eradicated. 

However now the area has a new life, with once dilapidated houses being beautifully 

restored to their former glory. 

Through short term rental of these properties the Rocks area is being ‘rediscovered” and is 

proving very popular with tourists and locals alike.  

A huge boon for Tourism economy and thus for all in residents of NSW. 

 

 

Our 3 bedroom property in Dawes Point provides cost effective holiday accommodation for 

families in the CBD. Hotel accommodation is not always suitable for families. 

We have hosted families from all over the world as well as many Sydneysiders taking 

advantage of the space available in a house to accommodate Brides/Grooms and the 

wedding party.  With local sights very popular for wedding photography our house location 

and size are ideal. 

 

Families who stay in our property contribute greatly to the local economy. 

 

The Rocks area is predominately a Tourist sector and no longer core residential. Indeed if 

you are a permanent resident living under “the biggest billboard in Australia”, you can be 

under no delusion that you are part of a Tourist Community. 

Regardless we still manage our property well, with a robust vetting system requiring ID and 

stringent contract detailing curfews and noise management. 

 

Our property is listed with Heritage Register and State Trustee.  

 It was a long term rental property which was able to fall into disrepair as rent was low. 

Significant capital works were required to save this former Public Housing property and 

restore it to its Heritage glory. 

 

By using Short term holiday lease method, to guarantee our income and remain competitive 

in the market, we must actively maintain the property at very high level – a much higher 

level than if the property was a long term lease. 

This ensures the house does not fall into disrepair and greatly contributes to the unique 

significance of the area for all - allowing Tourists and locals to continue to enjoy. 

 

 

There is an opportunity NOW with this Short Term Legislation to capitalise on 

the growth of the Rocks area, and to legislate to zone this as applicable to rent 

365 days a year.  
 


